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Theoretical calculation of the acoustic force on a patterned silicon
wafer during megasonic cleaning
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We have calculated, theoretically, the acoustic pressure field around a linear pattern on a silicon
wafer immersed in water subjected to a megasonic beam. The method of calculation is based on a
Green’s function formalism. The acoustic force applied on the pattern by the pressure field is
determined as a function of frequency and the angle the incident megasonic beam makes with the
wafer surface. The calculation is applied to two types of features that may be encountered in
megasonic cleaning of integrated circuits prior to packaging, namely a micron-size silicon ridge and
a metal wire~tens to hundreds of microns in diameter! bonded on a silicon substrate. The calculated
acoustic shear stress is found to be orders of magnitude smaller than the shear strength of the
features. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!03017-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Megasonic waves have been extensively used to rem
contaminant particles from silicon wafers during manufa
turing of semiconductor devices. In this process, planar
con wafers are immersed in a water-based fluid solution
subjected to a beam of sonic energy with frequency in
range from 600 kHz to 1 MHz. There has been interes
cleaning nonplanar patterned wafers~for instance vias clean
ing! with megasonic waves. However, little is known abo
the potential damaging effects that the acoustic energy
have on the integrity of the pattern. Several physical p
cesses associated with acoustic cleaning such as micro
tation, acoustic streaming, and acoustic pressure force
have a detrimental impact on the patterned wafers.

Microcavitation is produced by the pressure variations
sound waves moving through the liquid. Cavitation bubb
are formed by the low-pressure component of the acou
wave. A cavity implodes when the walls can no longer s
tain the compressive forces thus transferring energy from
cavity to the surrounding medium. Cavitation is ubiquito
in ultrasonic cleaning systems. In ultrasonic cleaning~with
frequencies in the range from 17 to about 100 kHz!, cavita-
tion is known to damage the wafer surface, and ultrasou
are typically avoided in wafer processing. Megasonic cle
ing is similar to ultrasonic cleaning but it uses higher fr
quencies on the order from 600 kHz to 1 MHz. It had be
believed that the short time between megasonic pulses on
order of 1–1.25ms, does not promote the formation of cav
ties and may therefore lead to less wafer damage.1 More
recently, cavitation was detected in a megasonic tank

a!Electronic mail: deymier@oxygen.mse.arizona.edu
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sonoluminescence.2 These experimental measurements ho
ever indicate that the maximum cavitation intensity occ
near the water surface of the megasonic tank.

Acoustic streaming is a time-independent fluid moti
generated by a sound field. There are several types of ac
tic streaming classified in terms of scale, namely Ecka
quartz-wind-like streaming,3 Schlicting streaming in bound
ary layers near surfaces of obstacles,4 and microstreaming
near secondary sound sources such as oscillating bubbl
vibrating particles on surfaces.5 Pattern features at the su
face of the wafer may be damaged by the fluid flow.

Finally, pressure gradients near features on a wafer m
also exert damaging forces. The megasonic waves can
visualized as pressure variations propagating into the flui
the speed of sound. When a sonic wave passes tangen
over the wafer, the pressure gradient in that wave may
expected to exert a force on any feature that may be pre
on the wafer. If the wavelength is comparable to the feat
size scattering may occur, and consequently, the acou
pressure on the feature may depend not only on the incid
wave but also on the scattered wave. Finally, the oscillat
nature of the acoustic field may be responsible for fatig
damage.

Experimental studies on the effect of megasonic cle
ing on wafer damage will therefore be clouded by the sup
position of the processes briefly discussed above. An exp
mental investigation of megasonic cleaning is furth
complicated by the very small spatial and temporal scale
which some of these processes take place. We have ther
elected to undertake a systematic theoretical investigatio
these various processes aimed at identifying which one m
be detrimental to the integrity of patterned wafers duri
cleaning. It is the purpose of this article to shed light on t
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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potential damage the oscillatory acoustic pressure field of
megasonic wave may inflict on a patterned wafer. For t
we analyze the interaction between an incident acoustic w
and a silicon substrate supporting a raised linear feature
methodology based on Green’s functions has been devel
to calculate the acoustic field around the feature~or surface
defect!. The acoustic pressure field is then integrated over
surface of the defect to calculate the acoustic force on
defect and, in particular, its components along and perp
dicular to the wafer surface. We show that the acoustic fo
varies with the angle of incidence of the sonic beam as w
as the frequency of the sound wave. Only the componen
the acoustic force tangential to the surface of the wafer
hibits a strong dependence on the angle of incidence
frequency in the range of frequencies used in megas
cleaning.

We apply the model to the calculation of the acous
force on two types of raised linear features with significan
different sizes that may be encountered in megasonic cl
ing of integrated circuits. The first feature is a micron-s
silicon ridge on the silicon substrate while the second o
consists of a thin metallic wire bonded on a silicon wa
with diameter in the tens to hundreds of micron. A compa
son between the calculated acoustic stress in the silicon
ear defect and the adhesion strength of raised silicon feat
on silicon wafers suggests that the acoustic force cannot
to the damage of silicon features on silicon patterned waf
Similar conclusions are drawn for the effect of a megaso
wave on metallic wires bonded on a substrate. The acou
shear stress can be larger in this case~in particular for large
diameter wires! than for the micron-size silicon ridge. Th
maximum shear strength of bonded metal wires exceeds
acoustic stress by more than one order of magnitude
damage of the bonded wires is quite improbable. The aco
tic wave may, however, have a damaging effect only for p
quality bonds with very low shear strength.

This article is organized as follows: The model is pr
sented in Sec. II. Section III includes the application of t
model to the calculation of an acoustic shear stress on
two types of raised linear features. The calculated acou
shear stress is compared to available data for shear stre
of the materials considered. Finally, conclusions are dra
in Sec. IV concerning the safety of cleaning patterned wa
with megasonic waves.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION AND RESULTS

The geometry of the inhomogeneous solid/fluid interfa
is sketched in Fig. 1. The solid region is composed o
raised feature or linear defect ‘‘a’’ located on the planar s
face of the substrate. The substrate fills the half spacex3

,0 and the axis of the defect is oriented parallel to thex2

direction of the Cartesian coordinate system (Ox1x2x3). The
raised feature may then be visualized as an infinitely lo
ridge in thex2 direction. We have assumed that the def
cross section in the (x1 ,x3) plane has a parabolic shape d
fined by

f ~x1!5aF12S x1

R D 2G for x1P@2R,R#.
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The height of the parabola is taken to bea52R. Raised
features on the wafer do not typically exhibit parabolic cro
sections; however, we have made this choice for the sak
mathematical practicality.

In this article, we assume that the solid is made up of
infinitely rigid medium. The assumption of infinite rigidity
means that the modulus of compressibility of the solid
infinite. However, in order to keep the usual speed of sou
finite, it is necessary to assume that the density of the soli
also infinite. This hypothesis, which is rather well justifie
for many solids immersed in water, implies that the vibr
tions do not penetrate into the solid region, and hence
propagation is confined in the liquid. In order to verify th
hypothesis we have calculated the square of the coefficien
reflection of a plane wave at a silicon/water interface wh
surface waves and attenuation are not considered. For
calculation we have used expressions for the partition of
ergy between the incident, reflected, and refracted portion
a sonic wave given in Refs. 6 and 7. We also use the follo
ing data: a silicon density of 2.333103 kg/m3, a density of
water of 103 kg/m3, longitudinal speed of sound in water o
1500 m/s, and transverse and longitudinal speeds of soun
silicon of 5843 m/s and 8433 m/s, respectively. The cal
lated coefficient of reflection as a function of incident ang
is reported in Fig. 2. For most angles of incidence, the co
ficient of reflection may be seen to take the value one in

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the inhomogeneous interface s
fluid. The axis of the linear defecta is along x2 ~not represented! and
orthogonal tox1 ,x3 .

FIG. 2. Square of the coefficient of reflection of a silicon/water plan
interface as a function of incidence angle.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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cating that the approximation of rigidity of the solid is vali
Below an incidence angle of approximately 15° only abo
75% of the incident wave is reflected in the fluid with th
remainder transmitted through the solid. Under these co
tions the solid may not be assumed to be rigid and any s
approximation will lead to a cruder estimation of the tr
acoustic pressure in the fluid. Since 75% of the wave is
reflected, the calculated pressure is likely to remain a rea
able estimate of the true pressure.

We now set up the model for the raised linear feature
a silicon substrate immersed in water. As stated previou
the feature and the substrate are now treated as rigid so
Because of the low viscosity of water and for the sake
mathematical tractability of this problem, we will assum
that the fluid is nonviscous. This assumption is justified
the following reasons. The viscosity of a fluid has seve
effects on the sound field near a solid/fluid interface. Fi
continuity of the displacement at the interface between
elastic solid and a viscous fluid must be satisfied even
vanishingly small viscosities. Therefore, despite the sm
but finite viscosity of water~0.001 Pa s!, we will seek a
solution for the acoustic field that satisfies the condition
continuity of displacement at the interface. Second, a visc
fluid can sustain transverse waves, however, for the sm
viscosity of water, the longitudinal component of the wa
dominates and constitutes the main contribution to the
placement field. Third, the displacement of an acoustic w
propagating in a viscous medium is attenuated. This atte
ation may be ignored for~a! fluids with small viscosities and
~b! spatial distributions of the acoustic field over small leng
scales~such as that of the linear defects considered in
study!. Finally, viscosity leads to time-independent seco
order effects such as acoustic streaming. Acoustic stream
may be treated as a nonlinear correction to the linear~first
order! acoustic field. Since the objective of the present arti
is on the calculation of the impact of the time-depend
~first order! acoustic pressure field on patterned wafers,
focus here on solving the linear equation of motion for el
tic media. Under the assumption of a nonviscous liquid, o
longitudinal waves are allowed and they obey the followi
equation of motion:

r~r !
]2u

]t2 5¹~r~r !cl
2~r !¹u!, ~1!

where r(r ) is the mass density,cl(r ) is the longitudinal
speed of sound, andu represents the elastic displaceme
field. Since the solid is rigid, that isu50 everywhere within
the solid, the boundary condition at the solid–liquid interfa
should also express the vanishing of the elastic displacem
u in the direction normal to the interface. This conditio
satisfies the continuity of the displacement at the fluid/so
interface.

In the case of irrotational motion of the fluid,¹3(ru)
50 and it is possible to define a scalar potentialf(r ,t) such
that rÃ2u5¹f. Then Eq.~1! may be rewritten as

x
]2f

]t2 5¹~r21¹f!, ~2!
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wherex5(rcl
2)21 is the compressibility of the liquid. As-

suming that the fluid undergoes harmonic motion with
time-dependencee2 iÃt, Eq. ~2! takes the form

1

r S ]

]x1
2 1

]

]x3
2 1

v2

cl
2 Df~x1 ,x3!50. ~3!

In the problem at hand, we must therefore solve Eq.~3! for
the liquid motion subject to the boundary condition¹f50
in the direction normal to the solid–liquid interface. For th
we employ a method based on Green’s functions. Equa
~3! may be written in the form,Hf50, where the differen-
tial operatorH is defined as

H5
1

r S ]

]x1
2 1

]

]x3
2 1

v2

cl
2 D .

The Green’s function,G(x1 ,x3 ;x1
8 ,x3

8 uv) is the solution of
an equation similar to Eq.~3!, namely

1

r S ]2

]x1
2 1

]2

]x3
2 1

v2

cl
2 DG~x1 ,x3 ;x18 ,x38uv!

5d~x12x18!d~x32x38!, ~4!

with appropriate boundary conditions. Solutions of Eq.~4!
are known in the following two cases: an unbounded flu
and a fluid bounded by a planar rigid surface.8 The Green’s
function,G`, of an infinite unbounded fluid is given by

G`~x1 ,x3 ;x18 ,x38uv!

52
ir

4
H0

(1)H v

cl
@~x12x18!21~x32x38!2#1/2J , ~5!

where H0
(1) is a Hankel function of the first kind. The

Green’s function,gb , for the semi-infinite fluid bounded by
a rigid planar surfacex350, is also known and takes th
form

gb~x1 ,x3 ;x18 ,x38uv!

52
ir

4 FH0
(1)H v

cl
@~x12x18!21~x32x38!2#1/2J

1H0
(1)H v

cl
@~x12x18!21~x31x38!2#1/2J G . ~6!

The Green’s function for the fluid in contact with a rigi
planar solid supporting a raised feature is not known anal
cally but it can be constructed mathematically by cutting o
of the semi-infinite fluid the volume occupied by the defeca
~Fig. 1!. This mathematical operation is achieved by the a
plication of a cleavage operatorV onto gb . The cleavage
operator is defined as (1/r)(]/]n), where]/]n means the
normal derivative at the boundaries.9 The cleavage operato
is therefore only defined in the spaceM of the interface being
cut. HereM represents the surface of the raised feature.
obtain the Green’s function,gf , of the fluid in which one has
made a cut corresponding to the surface of the linear de
from

gf~M ,M !@ I ~M ,M !1V~M ,M !gb~M ,M !#5gb~M ,M !,
~7!
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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whereI (MM ) is the unit matrix. In Eq.~7! we have used the
notation (M ,M ) for ((x1 ,x3)PM ,(x18 ,x38)PM ). Equation
~7! is an integral equation, with integration over the sol
fluid interface spaceM. Once the interface elements ofgf are
known in the spaceM from Eq. ~7!, we can deduce the
Green’s function in the spaceD encompassing the entir
fluid through

gf~D,D !5gb~D,D !1gb~D,M !@gb
21~M ,M !gf~M ,M !

2I~M ,M !#gb
21~M ,M !gb~M ,D !. ~8!

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is the Green’s
function of the fluid bounded by a planar interface. The s
ond term represents a correction to the Green’s function
the fluid with a planar interface that accounts for the pr
ence of a raised linear feature. This term arises from sca
ing of acoustic waves by the linear defect.

We can therefore define a scattering functionTb(MM )

Tb~M ,M !5@gb
21~M ,M !gf~M ,M !2I~M ,M !#gb

21~M ,M !
~9!

such that Eq.~8! becomes

gf~D,D !5gb~D,D !1gb~D,M !Tb~M ,M !gb~M ,D !.
~10!

Equation~10! is sufficient to solve the problem of scatterin
of an acoustic wave by the defecta. We denote byuF(D)&,
the pressure field for a wave in the semi-infinite flu
bounded by a planar surface, that is, the pressure field a
ciated with the Green’s functiongb . Then, by analogy with
Eq. ~10!, the pressure field,uf(D)& in the fluid bounded by a
surface supporting a linear feature can be written in the fo

uf~D !&5uF~D !&1gb~D,M !Tb~M ,M !uF~M !&. ~11a!

Equation~11a! can be written formally as

uf~D !&5uF~D !&1uf (s)~D !&, ~11b!

where the second term is the wave scattered by the ra
feature.

From a practical point of view, let us consider the ca
of an incident compression wave of frequency,v, travelling
towards the surface with an incident angleu i . Then

f ( i )~x1x3uv!5
W

2
expF iv

cl
~x1 sinu i2x3 cosu i !G , ~12!

whereW/2 is the amplitude of the pressure wave. Beca
the acoustic wave is reflected by the rigid planar surface,
pressure fielduF(D)& in the semi-infinite liquid takes the
following representation:

F~x1x3uv!5
W

2 H expF iv

cl
~x1 sinu i2x3 cosu i !G

1expF iv

cl
~x1 sinu i1x3 cosu i !G J , ~13!

where the second term gives the reflected compression w
from the perfect planar surface. Equation~13!, therefore,
gives the acoustic wave associated with the Green’s func
gb of Eq. ~6!. In the presence of linear defecta on the solid
Downloaded 05 Mar 2008 to 150.135.172.77. Redistribution subject to AI
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surface, the total pressure field is given by Eq.~11!. There-
fore, provided we can calculate the scattering function,
shall be able to calculate the total fieldf(x1 ,x3uv) at any
observation point (x1 ,x3) in the fluid ~which means both
near and far field!.

In order to obtain the scattering function and the pr
sure field, one solves numerically the integral Eqs.~7!, ~9!,
and ~11!. For this, we discretize space which transform
these equations into discrete matrix relations. For this p
pose, the axisx1 is divided into 2N intervals having their
middle at the points$xn% such that

xn5~n11/2!Dx

with n52N,2N11,...,N21; andDx5R/N.
In this way, the continuous curve delimiting the interf

cial spaceM is divided into small segments. In practiceN is
chosen to beN5200 in order to have a good balance b
tween convergence and computation time. The ma
gf(M ,M ) is then calculated from known matrices using E
~7!. It is then inserted into Eq.~9! to obtain the scattering
matrix, Tb(MM ), which in turns is used into Eq.~11a! to
determine the pressure field in the fluid. Further details of
calculation as well as the numerical procedure are given
Refs. 10 and 11.

We shall be more particularly interested in evaluati
the total pressure on the surface of the defect~spaceM!.
Indeed, the knowledge off(MM ) will enable us to obtain
the total acoustic force acting on the defect by summing
pressure over the contour of the defect

F5E fn•ds. ~14!

ds is an element of length along the contour of the def
cross section. With this definition, the forceF is given per
unit length along the defect, that is, alongx2 . This force is
decomposed into two components, namely a component
mal to the substrateFn and a tangential componentFt par-
allel to the directionx1 .

We report in Figs. 3 and 4, the numerical results of o
calculations for the normal and tangent components of
force on the defect as a function of frequency and angle
incidence. In these figures, the components of the acou
force and the frequency are normalized by the quantityWR
and R/cl , respectively. The normalized component of t
force perpendicular to the wafer surface approaches
asymptotic value of 1 as the reduced frequency decrease
zero. In this limit the force experienced by the raised feat
is simply due to a difference in uniform static pressure b
tween the solid and the fluid. For that reason the asympt
value is independent of the incidence angle. In this sa
limit, the near uniformity of the pressure field around t
defect leads to the vanishing of the tangent component of
force. As frequency increases, the pressure field around
defect is not uniform anymore. Different points along t
surface of the defect feel different pressures leading to
increase in the tangent force and a decrease in the no
force. Moreover, with larger frequencies and smaller wa
length, it is clear from the force oscillations that scattering
the incident wave by the defect becomes more importa
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Moreover, at short wavelength~i.e., larger frequencies!, scat-
tering makes the effect of the incidence angle more sign
cant. We note, however, that in megasonic cleaning of s
con features on a silicon substrate the reduced freque
remains very small. For instance in the case of a raised
ture composed of silicon with a width of 1mm (R50.5 mm!
and an incident wave of 1 MHz in water, the reduced f
quency,vR/cl amounts to 2.131023. Even for larger size
features up toR;125 mm constituted of softer material
than silicon such as metallic wires~see Table I!, the reduced
frequency does not exceed 0.5. This indicates that scatte

FIG. 3. Variation of the amplitude of the normal force~in units of WR)
along the defect surface~spaceM! as a function of the reduced frequenc
(vR/cl) for different values of the incident angle. The liquid region
composed of water.

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 for the tangential force amplitude.
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of the incident megasonic wave by most linear defects t
may be encountered in practical situations is negligible.
this case, the main contribution to the normal force ari
from the pressure difference between the solid and the fl
and is nearly independent of the incidence angle and
quency. The reduced normal force,Fn /WR, is then nearly
equal to 1. In contrast, the tangential component of the
duced force depends strongly on frequency and incide
angle in the practical range of frequencies employed w
megasonic cleaning. For a reduced frequency in the inte
@0,0.5#, the reduced tangential force can be approximated
a linear relationship of the form

Ft

WR
5a

vR

cl
,

with a54.3587 sin(1.0538u – 5.3733)10.040 97, whereu is
in degrees.

Since the tangential forceFt is calculated per unit length
of defect, the total tangential acoustic force on the defec
then proportional to its volume. This force results then fro
the pressure gradient across the defect due to the pas
acoustic wave.12 As the wavelength shortens, the pressu
gradient increases and so does the tangential force.
course, beyond a certain frequency~corresponding to a re
duced frequency exceeding 0.5!, well above the value corre
sponding to experimental conditions, scattering will beco
important and the simple linear form for the reduced tang
tial force is not valid anymore.

III. APPLICATIONS

We consider the application of the previous calculatio
to two types of raised linear features with significantly d
ferent sizes that may be encountered in megasonic clea
of open-package integrated circuits. The first feature i
micron-size silicon ridge on the silicon substrate while t
second one consists of a metallic wire bonded on a sili
wafer with a diameter in the tens to hundreds of microns

A. Raised silicon feature on silicon substrate

We may now calculate the stress exerted on a rai
silicon linear feature by the acoustic wave. At megaso
frequencies, the normal force is due to the pressure dif
ence between the solid and the fluid. Therefore, the subs
is subjected to the same normal force as that of the def
resulting in a zero net normal force on the defect. The t
gential force, however, leads to a shear stress whose ma
tude may be estimated byt5Ft/2R. In obtaining this ex-

TABLE I. Longitudinal and transverse speeds of sound for selected m
rials ~after Ref. 18!.

Material cl ~m/s! ct ~m/s!

Silicon 8433 5843
Aluminum 6420 3040
Copper 5010 2270
Gold 3240 1200
Water 1500 •••
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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pression we recall thatFt is already expressed per unit leng
of defect and that the width of the defect at its base is 2R.

In a megasonic cleaning tank, the pressure amplit
W/2 is nearly 4 atm~or 43105 Pa! for a transducer operatin
at 250 W.13 This would result in the shear stresst
50.004 MPa at an incidence angleu590° for which the
normalized tangent force isFt /WR;0.01. Under the condi-
tion that the raised feature is constituted of silicon, me
sonic cleaning may damage the patterned wafer if the ac
tic shear stress exceeds the shear strength of silicon. Le
now estimate the shear strength of silicon. The theoret
tensile strength of a brittle material may be estimated by
relation14 s th5(gE/a0)1/2 whereg is the surface tension,E
is Young’s modulus, anda0 is the interatomic spacing. Th
interatomic distance between silicon atoms isao52.3517 Å.
Young’s modulusE varies with the silicon crystallographi
orientation and takes the values of 1331010, 1731010, and
1931010 Pa for the orientations@100#, @110#, and@111#. The
surface energy of silicon also depends on the crysta
graphic orientation of the surface and takes the values 1
1.51, and 2.13 J/m2 for the orientation@111#, @110#, and
@100#, respectively. We can therefore estimate a range for
theoretical strength of 31.5–34.3 Gpa. The theoret
strength typically overestimates the strength of the mater
and the experimental strength is approximately 2–3 order
magnitude lower than the theoretical strength. For instan
the modulus of rupture in bending for silicon varies betwe
68 and 343 MPa.15 It is difficult to measure the shea
strength of a material but a useful and conservative relat
ship gives the shear strength;40% of the tensile strength.16

With this relation, we estimate the shear strength of silicon
exceed a few tens of megapascals. This value is order
magnitude larger than the calculated acoustic shear s
under the operating conditions of megasonic cleaning.
another hand, we shall recall that the acoustic force acting
the pattern, and therefore the shear stress, are oscillatory
a frequency on the order 1 MHz. The pattern subjected
cyclic load may then yield due to fatigue. We estimate
dynamic fatigue strength of silicon to be approximately 50
of its static strength and even that still exceeds the acou
stress by orders of magnitude. These results, therefore,
gest that the acoustic pressure gives rise to a negligible
tribution to the damage of patterned silicon wafers.

B. Wire bonded on wafer

Metallic wires bonded on a wafer constitute another
ample of raised linear features. Contrary to the previous
ample where the silicon feature had dimensions very m
smaller than the megasonic wavelength, metallic wires h
diameters ranging from 25 to 250mm.17 The longitudinal
and transverse speed of sound in metals such as alumi
gold, or copper are typically smaller than that in silicon b
still significantly larger than that of water~see Table I!. Me-
tallic wires bonded on silicon substrates are still, therefo
within the limits of validity of the model developed in Se
II. Considering the case of gold wires withRP@12.5,125#
mm, the reduced frequency varies between 0.05 for the t
ner wire and 0.5 for the wire with the larger diameter. F
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lowing the procedure used in the case of the silicon featu
we can calculate the shear stress on a gold wire produce
acoustic force. This stress amounts to approximately 0.
MPa for a 25mm diameter wire and 0.88 MPa for a 250mm
diameter wire. Experimental shear strength of gold wires
be estimated from measured shear force data versus bo
area diameter obtained with the ball shear test.17 This test
consists of applying an increasing shear force on a bon
ball until sliding occurs. In ball shear experiments the bo
strength is often recorded in gram force and maximum v
ues for aluminum and copper wires amount to approxima
40 g force for 75–90mm diameter balls.17 The maximum
shear stress for bonded wires can then be estimated to va
the range 15–25 MPa, which are values well in excess of
acoustic shear stress. However, these shear strength
maximum values and poorly bonded wires may exhibit s
nificantly weaker bond strength. Only in the extreme case
a very weak bond would megasonic cleaning be suscep
to damaging the wire.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The interaction between an incident megasonic wa
propagating in a fluid and a raised linear defect on a subst
is investigated with a theoretical model based on Gree
functions. The fluid is assumed to be nonviscous and to h
the acoustic properties of water. The solid substrate and
defect are taken to be rigid. The model provides quantita
information concerning the pressure distribution of the s
face of the defect. The pressure field around the defec
integrated over the defect surface to calculate an acou
force. The acoustic shear stress resulting from the compo
of the force on the defect parallel to the substrate is th
calculated in two cases. The first case considered is that
micron-size raised linear ridge of silicon on a silicon su
strate and the second case consists of a metallic wire wi
diameter in the tens of micrometers bonded on a silicon s
strate. In both cases the model shows that the acoustic s
stress is not large enough to cause damage to the linear
ture. We conclude from the previous results that it is ve
unlikely that megasonic cleaning may damage patterned
fers in the absence of any other mechanism such as m
cavitation or acoustic streaming. Indeed, damage is expe
to result from processes that are associated with high en
densities. The scattering of an incident acoustic wave by
raised linear features studied here does not lead to a s
cient energy concentration. In contrast, for instance, dur
cavitation the formation of a cavity and its subsequent c
lapse is able to concentrate the low energy density of
sound wave into a very small volume leading locally to ve
high pressures and temperatures that can erode solids. O
other hand, acoustic streaming may also concentrate en
in small volumes as in thin boundary layers near solid/flu
interfaces~in the case of Schlicting streaming! or near oscil-
lating bubbles~in the case of microstreaming!. An extension
of the present work that includes acoustic streaming is
derway and will be the subject of another publication.19
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